Comparative analysis of selection mode reveals different evolutionary rate and expression pattern in Arachis duranensis and Arachis ipaënsis duplicated genes.
Our results reveal that Ks is a determining factor affecting selective pressure and different evolution and expression patterns are detected between PSGs and NSGs in wild Arachis duplicates. Selective pressure, including purifying (negative) and positive selection, can be detected in organisms. However, studies on comparative evolutionary rates, gene expression patterns and gene features between negatively selected genes (NSGs) and positively selected genes (PSGs) are lagging in paralogs of plants. Arachis duranensis and Arachis ipaënsis are ancestors of the cultivated peanut, an important oil and protein crop. Here, we carried out a series of systematic analyses, comparing NSG and PSG in paralogs, using genome sequences and transcriptome datasets in A. duranensis and A. ipaënsis. We found that synonymous substitution rate (Ks) is a determining factor affecting selective pressure in A. duranensis and A. ipaënsis duplicated genes. Lower expression level, lower gene expression breadth, higher codon bias and shorter polypeptide length were found in PSGs and not in NSGs. The correlation analyses showed that gene expression breadth was positively correlated with polypeptide length and GC content at the first codon site (GC1) in PSGs and NSGs, respectively. There was a negative correlation between expression level and polypeptide length in PSGs. In NSGs, the Ks was positively correlated with expression level, gene expression breadth, GC1, and GC content at the third codon site (GC3), but selective pressure was negatively correlated with expression level, gene expression breadth, polypeptide length, GC1, and GC3 content. The function of most duplicated gene pairs was divergent under drought and nematode stress. Taken together, our results show that different evolution and expression patterns occur between PSGs and NSGs in paralogs of two wild Arachis species.